The identification of physical parameters that lead to magnetism in apparent non-magnetic semiconductor systems have continuously challenged our community. In particular, for quantum-dot systems, they are key factors that contribute to their magneto-optical properties. We report, experimentally, optical evidences of induced nano-magnetism in non-magnetic CdSe quantum-dots and assess theoretically the role played by charged and uncharged vacancies. The analysis of these effects rests upon both the chemical and strain environments where the quantum dots are embedded. The interplay of spin-orbit interaction with built-in axial strains has been demonstrated to be a key factor for the magnetic moment alignment. This has been achieved in this paper by emulating the electronic structure at atomistic levels, considering various defect configurations and taking into account both the quantum dot composition and the influence of the host lattice.
I. INTRODUCTION
Localized magnetic moments induced in otherwise seemingly non-magnetic system have attracted the attention of the scientific community due to the possibility of enabling and controlling magnetic responses. The idea, for instance, of inducing ferromagnetism in a system whose bare building blocks have no magnetic response, demands a thorough analysis about the potential source of this effect. Semiconductor thin films 1 and graphene 2 have been on the focus of these endeavors. Yet, for a long time already this issue has pervaded the study of inorganic quantum dots (QDs) [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] wherein the origin of the magnetism is still profusely debated and has even risen to the level of a potential universal behavior, as stated in Ref. 6 .
Moreover, the topic of induced magnetism in nonmagnetic material systems is an active research field. In colloidal II-VI QDs, the emergence of paramagnetic centers as source of the magnetism has been controlled by manipulating their surface chemistry 5, 6, [9] [10] [11] or charge 3 . Also, the prominent exchange interaction in this type of nano-particles 7 must be considered to be an essential ingredient for the magnetic ordering. Unexpected magnetism has also been found in caped gold nano-particles with surface-bound molecules as reported in Ref. 12 , anticipating applications in catalysis and biomedicine. Even in the case of pristine Au nano-particles, ferromagnetic ordering has been predicted theoretically from first-principles calculations 13 , ascribed to surface effects. This ferromagnetism was later confirmed experimentally by magnetization measurements as described in Ref.
14. Yet, in all the examples highlighted above, the optical vestiges of this magnetic ordering are missing.
In this paper, we explore the magnetism that arises from defects in self-assembled CdSe QDs grown within a ZnSe host lattice and assess the relevance of strain fields and spin-orbit effects for its persistence. The purpose of our study is to deliver insights to the magnetism of these seemingly non-magnetic nanoscopic systems that can be detected optically in their micro photoluminescence (micro-PL) and traced down to the spindynamics characterized by their polarized light emission resolved in time. The nature of the effect is discussed by using an ab initio approach for the electronic structure simulations that considers both the CdSe QD and the surrounding ZnSe environment, and hence explicitly takes into account effects from the quantum confinement, interface reconstructions, and the stress induced by the lattice parameter mismatch between the core and surrounding regions.
By means of a systematic analysis on the potential source of paramagnetic centers, we demonstrate that monovacancies lead to the emergence of localized magnetic moments, whereas the lattice deformation plays a key role in its energetic stability. More specifically, we demonstrated that: (i) single vacancies lead to localized magnetic moments ranging from 0 to 3µ B being the neutral Se vacancy the only non-magnetic defect whereas the neutral Cd vacancy is the most likely source of paramagnetic centers, with m = 2µ B ; (ii) the compression of the CdSe chemical bonds induced by the lattice parameter mismatch with the ZnSe host is responsible for decreasing in 50 % the formation energy of defects when compared to the pristine unstrained structures; (iii) the selfassembling process generates an axial strain, and our simulations reveal that the Magnetic Anisotropy Energy (MAE) is highly sensitive to it, presenting an increase from 7.0 to 10.4 meV for anisotropic axial strains around 1.25 %. The buildup of such a strain field will favor the alignment of the localized magnetic moments.
II. METHODS AND RESULTS
The QDs investigated in this work are composed of CdSe layers embedded in a ZnSe matrix, and were synthesized by molecular-beam-epitaxy (MBE) 15 . Two monolayers of CdSe, were grown on top of a 50 nm thick ZnSe barrier on top of a 300 µm thick GaAs substrate. The QDs are protected by the deposition of a 50 nm thick ZnSe cap layer. The QDs formed have a height of 1.5-2 nm and 8-20 nm in-plane extension. The large QDs densities and the size distribution lead to a broad photoluminescence. In order to resolve a single QD, the number of excited dots were reduced by fabrication of mesas structures (down to 50 nm in size). Accordingly with the size of the mesa fabricated, the number of active QDs carried by the mesa will change. The single QD was measured only from the 100 nm and the 50 nm mesas. For the micro-PL measurements that detect the single QD emission, the sample was excited by a GaN solid state continuous-wave laser emitting at 405 nm. The magnetic properties of QDs have been also studied by using another set-up, where an external magnetic field was applied. In this set of measurements an argon ion (Ar + ) laser, emitting in the visible range, was used as excitation source. In most of the measurements the 458 nm line was selected. The measurements were collected when the sample was cooled to ∼2 K. This temperature was obtained by flowing liquid He into the sample chamber through a pin-hole. In order to study more systematically the degree of circular polarization of the QDs a 50 kHz photoelastic modulator operating as a λ/4-plate in combination with a linear polarizer was placed in front of the monochromator. For the time resolved measurements, an Ar + ion laser beam has been used to pump the Ti-Saphire laser operating in the picosecond mode. The infrared light, emitted from the Ti−Sa laser, is doubled by a non-linear BBO crystal. Thus a visible laser light is generated. Finally, by the use of a streak camera the lifetime of QDs, excited by this light, were analyzed.
The cross sections of transmission electron microscopy images of the QDs are displayed in Figure 1 (a) . The ZnSe spacer between the two QD layers is 3 nm allowing an effective vertical electronic coupling and an axial strain relaxation along the growth direction. The map of the lattice constant, along the growth direction, has been estimated from high-resolution TEM imaging as shown in Fig. 1 (b) .
The optical response was assessed by exciting the samples with an argon ion laser and the micro-PL was measured in a cryostat with the temperature ranging 2 −5 K. The circular polarized QD emission was studied varying the magnetic field strength. In Figures 1 (c)-(d) , the emission spectra from single QDs (labeled QD1, QD2, and QD3) have been displayed for various fields. The broad and asymmetric peak is attributed to spectral diffusion as produced by local electric fields due to trapped charges in the vicinity of the quantum dots [16] [17] [18] . Note that a peak splitting can be clearly observed at B =0 even for the unpolarized detection. This can unambiguously be linked to the Zeeman splitting as proven when overlapping the result with the circular polarized measurements. The energy splitting for the emission lines from QD2 is shown in panel (e). Note that at B = 0 a finite splitting can be observed along with a hysteresis that indicates a potential magnetic ordering. It is important to stress that, unlike the two QD layer system, where the magnetism was unveiled, a single layer of QDs, grown under the same conditions, showed no intrinsic magnetic response. So, no traces of this effect were found in the micro-PL of the single QD layer as presented and discussed in Ref. 19 .
An additional complementary confirmation of the presence of an intrinsic magnetism can be obtained by assessing the dynamics at the spin-split ground states. The transients of time-resolved PL with linear excitation, measured at B = 0 are depicted in Figure 2 for two circularly polarized detection. For a spin-split regime, produced by an intrinsic magnetic field, the spin dynamics leading to Rabi-like flopping can be emulated by a 
that considers a spin-decoherence mechanism through the parameter α, that relates to a weak spin admixture through spin-orbit coupling and a life-time broadening γ of the Zeeman splitting term,hω z = 1/2g * µ B B in , that leads to the wavefunction decay. This will define solutions expressed by
with Ω = ω 2 z + α 2 /h 2 . By considering the linear polarized excitation, where s + (0) = s − (t), the spin oscillations given by |s +(−) | 2 are depicted in Figure 2 (a) corresponding to the parameters: ω z = 0.09ps −1 , γ z = 0.99 µeV, and α = 3.95µeV. The periodicity of the spin-oscillation can be assessed as plotted in Figure 2 (b) where the degree of circular polarization (|s + | 2 − |s − | 2 )/(|s + | 2 + |s − | 2 )/ has been displayed. The period, given by T = π/Ω is defined by the spin-splitting generated by the internal field, B in , and is related to the value of the effective g-factor, g * , which is susceptible to both the confinement profile, asymmetries, and exchange interaction, as described in Ref. 20 , leading to an ambiguity in the definition of B in . However, the fitting value of ω z = 0.09ps −1 used in Figure 2 corresponds to an energy splitting ∆E = 2hω z = 0.12 meV, which is of the order of the detected spin splitting in the circularly resolved micro-PL emission at B = 0 depicted in Figure  1(e) .
A variety of approaches have been presented in the literature to puzzle out the nature of this intrinsic magnetism that emerges in a variety of seemingly nonmagnetic systems, in particular QDs 21, 22 . They all ascribe the effect to the appearance of vacancies and the local magnetic moments attributed to them as the source of paramagnetic centers. A drawback of previous approaches used to simulate self-assembled QDs, is the omission of the effects of the surrounding host matrix. In the present approach, the effects of a surrounding host ZnSe matrix on a CdSe core region was explicitly taken into account, namely: (i) the quantum confinement, (ii) the interface reconstructions, and (iii) the strain induced by the lattice mismatch. These ingredients were demonstrated to be determining factors for the generation and energetic stability of magnetized defects.
In our ab initio investigation, the calculations were performed based on the Density Functional Theory (DFT) 23, 24 . We employed the spin-polarized Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA), making use of the semilocal exchange correlation functional proposed by Perdew-Burke-Erzenhof (PBE) 25 . The Kohn-Sham equations were solved using the Projected Augmented Wave (PAW) method 26, 27 as implemented in the Vienna ab initio Simulation Package (VASP -version 5.4.1) 28, 29 was calculated by M AE = E − E ⊥ 33 , where E (E ⊥ ) is the configuration with the spins parallel (perpendicular) to the easy magnetization (z) axis. For the evaluation of the MAE, the spin-orbit coupling (SOC) was taken into account through the relativistic scalar effects within the non-collinear approach 34, 35 .
The , wherein the equilibrium lattice parameter a ZnSe 0 = 5.74Å was obtained from the ab initio calculations. The investigated point defects are monovacancies of Cd, Se and Zn. The thermodynamic stability was analyzed from the Formation Energy (E F ) [36] [37] [38] , given by
where E d (α) and E p (bulk) are the total energies of the supercell with a defect indexed by α, and the pristine material, respectively. Each specie has been indexed through i = Cd, Se and Zn, and n i represents the number of inserted (n i > 0) or removed (n i < 0) atoms, while µ i is the chemical potential. The electronic chemical potential, µ E , is the energy distance measured from the top of the valence band, (E V BM ), of the pristine material, and q = 0, ±1 represents the charge excess. In order to investigate the possibility of defects inducing magnetic moments, characterized by the spin density ∆ρ = ρ ↑ (r) − ρ ↓ (r), we simulated vacancies of Cd, Zn and Se in various positions searching for spatially localized paramagnetic centers. In Figure 3 , the most relevant neutral defects (q = 0) are depicted, as well as their respective isosurfaces for ∆ρ. From a comparative analysis, considering all investigated defects, we found that the configurations presented in Figure 3 form a good sampling capturing the main characteristics of vacancies in the QD. According to Figure 3 , Cd vacancies are considered into two different positions: (i) close to the QD center, labeled as Cd-in and (ii) close to the QD edge, denoted as Cd-edge. [see the panels (a) and (b)]. Also, a Zn vacancy in the host material (Zn-matrix) was considered, as depicted in Figure 3 (c) . Despite the possibility of creating Se vacancies inside, at the edge, or outside the QD, they do not generate localized magnetic moments, thus we will only discuss the configuration with the lowest energy, namely Se-in, as shown in Figure 3 (d) . From these simulations, an intriguing d 0 magnetism was predicted induced by monovacancies created at the cationic site, e.g. removing Cd or Zn. The resulting magnetic moment is mainly localized at the four Se atoms neighboring the defect, with a contribution of the p-orbitals, as can be seen in the spin density isosurfaces depicted in Figures 3 (a-c) . On the other hand, neutral Se vacancies do not induce localized magnetic moments.
A better understanding of the probability of occurrence of each defect is achieved by contrasting the formation energies among all defects. Furthermore, the occurrence of charged defects is commonly observed for other systems 37 and we also considered this possibility. Figure 4 provides a clear panorama of the formation energy, local magnetic moments, and charge state for the vacancies discussed in Figure 3 , allowing a broad analysis of the investigated point defects. In this figure, the chem-ical potentials, µ i , introduced in Eq. (3), were obtained from the free-atoms, and the electronic chemical potential µ E is measured from the Conduction Band Minimum (CBM). From the data presented in Figure 4 , it is notable that the defects induce local magnetic moments ranging from 0 to 3µ B , where the only non-magnetized vacancy is the neutral Se-in structure. Furthermore, the neutral Cd-in vacancy has the lowest formation energy among all defects, which is lower by 250 meV in comparison with the Cd-edge vacancy. The formation of nonmagnetic Se-in vacancy is greater in energy by 740 meV in comparison with the lowest energy configuration, and the Zn-matrix vacancies has the higher formation energy among all, thus highly improbable to occur.
The calculated formation energies of vacancies in CdSe/ZnSe QDs ranges from 2.45 to 5.95 eV, with the lower value corresponding to the neutral Cd vacancy. Aiming to understand how the host material affects the formation energy of monovacancies, we also calculated E F for the Cd vacancy in the unstrained bulk of CdSe with a supercell of 64 atoms, being 4.11 eV, which is 67 % higher than E F for Cd-in. Thus, the ab initio simulations demonstrated that the generation of Cd vacancies is strongly favored inside the CdSe QDs, once its E F decreases if compared to the pristine system.
In order to understand the decrease of formation energy, we should note that a ruling factor determining the thermodynamic stability of defects in the QD is the lattice parameter mismatch between the host, ZnSe, and the core material, CdSe. Such a mismatch generates a compressive strain in CdSe. As a consequence, when a vacancy is created in the core material, an available space is opened allowing for a rearrangement of the atomic positions which relieves the strain. This decreases the formation energy in comparison to the vacancies created in unstrained CdSe. Such a behavior is shown in Figure  5 . Panel (a) presents the array of atoms of a QD without defects close to the region where a Cd vacancy will be created, as represented in panel (b). Some distortions in relation to the pristine structure are highlighted in this panel with blue arrows, where the surrounding Se atoms appear dislocated towards the vacancy. In order to completely isolate the effects of a compression in the formation energy of Cd vacancies, we investigated the way it varies as a function of strain in a pristine CdSe lattice, presented in panel (c) of Figure 5 . Such simulations were performed with a supercell of 63 atoms. One may note the pronounced decreasing of the formation energy with strain. The variation in E F reaches 4.0 eV for strain values close to 7.0 %. Thus, according to this analysis, if considering QDs of CdSe within a ZnSe lattice, the strain field induced by the lattice parameter mismatch facilitates the formation of defects in the core region.
Note that the Cd-in has a lower E F if compared to the Cd-edge. The energetic preference for defect localized close to the center of the QD is somewhat contrary to the behavior observed in a vast variety of systems. Commonly, there is an energetic preference for defects localized close to the edge 39 . At this point, the peculiar behavior of CdSe/ZnSe QDs is addressed to the strain field discussed above. This is a relevant point, once defects localized close to the center of the QD enhance their influence in many QDs properties, such as the optical and magnetic responses.
Focusing again in the monovacancies created in the QDs, it is worth noting that despite the lowest formation energy of Cd-in for the chemical environment (defined by µ i and µ E ) analyzed in Figure 4 , another low-energy defect is the Se-in. Our total energy simulations predict the possibility to tune the formation energy of these defects by changing the values of µ Cd and µ Se , which represent modifications in the chemical environment in which defects are generated. Notably, it is possible to obtain situations in which the Se-in has the lowest E F through the tuning of µ i . A phase diagram demonstrating the most energetically probable defect as a function of µ Cd and µ Se is depicted in Figure 5 (d) . It is important to stress that the Cd-in defect has a local magnetic moment of 2µ B , whereas the Se-in defect is demagnetized. Thus, the chemical environment in which the vacancies are generated can lead to magnetized or demagnetized defects, which will highly affect the magnetic response of the QDs.
Another environment variable ruling the formation energy of charged defects is the electronic chemical potential µ E . To perform a further analysis, we varied µ E from the VBM to the CBM 40 , as shown in Figure 6 . Such simulations demonstrate that neutral defects are the most stable ones. For µ E close to the VBM, the positively charged defects are at least, 1.18 eV higher in energy than the neutral ones. For µ E close to the CBM, the negatively charge defects have E F at least 0.13 eV higher than the neutral ones.
Our ab initio simulations reveal that vacancies are the probable sources of paramagnetic centers, whereas strain fields induced by the lattice parameter mismatch between the core and matrix regions facilitates the formation of defects inside the core region. However, to describe the detected ferromagnetic behavior, the orientation of the local magnetic moments is paramount. In order to investigate this property, we firstly considered the axial asymmetry imposed by the QD selfassembling growth. The preferential spin direction was investigated through the MAE 32,33 that includes the spin-orbit effects. The data presented in Figure 7 shows the MAE dependence on both axial and hydrostatic strains. The axial strain produces greater contrasts in the MAE, while the hydrostatic strain is almost unperceived. For instance, an axial strain of 1.25 % leads to an increase of one order of magnitude in the MAE, reaching values comparable to those measured in some transition metal compounds 41 . On the other hand, under an axial compressive strain of −1.00 % the MAE vanishes due to the disappearance of the local magnetic moment (see the inset of Figure 7) . Such a high MAE modulation induced by the axial strain indicates a potential source for magnetic ordering induced by the strain anisotropy.
It is well known that the strain in self-assembled quantum dots formed by the Stranski-Krastanov mechanism is non-uniformly. While the wetting layer is pseudomorphically strained, strain relaxation is largest at the top of the islands. A direct evidence of this is seen in the color-map of the c-parameter (lattice constant in the growth direction), estimated from the high-resolution TEM imaging reported in Fig. 1 (b) . Considering the fact that the bulk lattice constant of CdSe is 6.05Å, it is clearly observed that within the core of the QDs, the c-parameter is sig- nificantly higher (up to 7.1Å), suggesting that the CdSe material at the core is highly compressively strained. Moving towards the matrix, the c-parameter reduces, which may be attributed to strain relaxation and/or Zn intermixing of the CdSe QDs.
Also worth noting that the spacer-ZnSe layer close to the CdSe wetting layer is tensile-strained. This is observed by noting that the ZnSe bulk lattice constant is 5.66Å, while the measured c-parameter falls to values down to 5.4Å. Another indirect proof of the anisotropic strain environment of the QDs is provided by the positional-correlation of the QDs in the bilayer (marked by the arrows). The correlation of the QDpositions is driven by anisotropic strain fields 42 . The induced magnetism breaks the spin degeneracy at zero field leading to a fine-structure splitting due the exchange interaction between the electrons and holes and the magnetic defect. As stated previously, the interplay of spin-orbit interaction and the anisotropic strain buildup is the ground for the magnetic moment polarization. Our ab initio simulations reveal that the emergence of paramagnetic centers in CdSe/ZnSe quantum dots is a consequence of both the exchange and the structural anisotropy splittings of the topmost occupied level of the vacancy levels introduced inside the bandgap by defects. In Figure 8 we show a schematic representation of the splittings happening in neutral Cd monovacancy states. Section (i) represents the defect levels occurring in CdSe bulk systems without structural anisotropy that do not present exchange splitting. These threefold degenerate states on the angular momentum are mainly composed of p orbitals centered in the four Se sites surrounding the monovacancy. On the other hand, when we simulate a Cd monovacancy inside a QD, an exchange splitting was observed of 0.04 eV, displayed in Section ii, associated with a structural anisotropy splitting of 0.03 and 0.01 eV as represented in Section iii. Once 4 electrons are occupying these states, the final configuration results in a local magnetic moment of 2µ B . This contribution of defects has clearly been overlooked when discussing the effect of anisotropic electron-hole exchange interaction in the excitonic recombination, as discussed in Refs. 43 and 44 
III. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, in this work we detected and characterized the optical effects of intrinsic magnetism in a seemingly nonmagnetic system. The origin of the localized magnetic moments has been emulated in charged and uncharged non-magnetic CdSe QDs embedded in ZnSe host material. Our formation energy analysis indicates that Cd vacancies inside the QD are the preferential defect configuration among all the studied structures. Also, the appearance and vanishing of the magnetic moment is more probable for uncharged systems. The calculated Magnetic Anisotropy Energy indicates that the interplay of spin-orbit interaction with built-in axial strains is a key factor for the magnetic moment alignment.
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